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Summary

The present report describes natural hazard zoning methods for snow

avalanches in Norway and in some other countries were avalanches are a

serious threat to the society. In addition methods for rock-fall and debris slide
zoning in Norway are discussed.

The main problem in hazard zoning of avalanches and other kind of natural

hazardsin steep terrain, is the prediction of the runoutdistancefor a given

frequency. To day much effort is put into modelling of avalanche dynamics as

the physical processes in avalanches and slides are not fully understood. More

research and developmentis needed to make the models more precise, and to

verify the different models towards Nature.

Different kinds of runout models are described in the present report, both

empirical/statistical - and dynamical methods.

Hazard mapping legalisation, and mapping procedures are described. The

countries included in this overview have all developed national regulations

concerning avalancherisk levels. The accepted risk levels differs forall of the

countries, as the return periods of the design avalanches ranges from about 150
to 5000 years.

Hazard zoning in Norway is examplified by a description of a case study in a

hazard prone village. The use of a Norwegian GIS system forthis purposeis
described.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This report presents an overview of natural hazard zoning methods. The main

topic is a study of snow avalanche hazard zoning and how this type of zoningis

performedin different countries where snow avalanches are a threat to the

community. In addtion, hazard zoning methods for debris slides and rock falls
are presented.

Å brief description of legislation concerning natural hazards in different

countries is included.

Runout models for different types ofslides and avalanches are described. The

runout models are both of the statistical - and of dynamicaltype.

Ås a practical example of hazard zoning,a locality in a typical natural hazard

area is chosen,to illustrate how hazard zoning and risk analysis is performed in
Norway.

A GIS/DTM system is used to calculate runout distances of avalanches and

rock falls. Hazard zone maps connected to an avalanche and slide database is

performed by the GIS system. In addition soil test pits have been analysed to
study the frequency of avalanches andslides.

2 HAZARD ZONING PRINCIPLES

2.1 Mapping standard

The principles of natural hazard zoning maps in Norway is described by

Hestnes and Lied, and Lied et al., 1989. The Norwegian Geotechnical Institute

has conducted hazard zoning of areas exposed to rockfalls and snow
avalanches since 1980.

The mapsare divided into two categories according to mapping standard:

-detailed maps

-SUrvey Maps.

2.1.1 Survey maps

The maps used are standard topographic maps in scale 1:50.000, with contour

line distance 20m. Since 1982 the 1:50.000 maps have been available in digital

form in Norway, and since then the hazard zoning process has been
computerized.
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Survey maps are meant to give general information of hazard risks. The

production covera fairly large area in a short time at low costs.It is estimated

that each map sheet which covers an area of approximately 600 km” , should be
evaluated in 4 weeks.

For the purpose of hazard zoning, a digital terrain model TERMOS was

developed by NGIin 1984 (Toppe, 1987), and this model has been in use until

1996. In this system, the topographical/statistical model mentioned in section

5.1.1 is combined with TERMOSinto a semi-automatic computerized hazard
zoning method.

The main advantage with this system is that extensive areas may be surveyed

for avalanche danger in a short time. The avalanche runout model used is

based on topographical parameters identified by the computer, from the
information given in the map.

At present this method of hazard zoning is performed by a commercial GIS

system (PUMASTATION), and the commercial digital terrain modelling

system SURFER,for the computation of avalanche runout, storage of

avalanche data in å relationdatabase, and for the the graphical presentation of
hazard zones.

2.1.2  Detailed maps

Detailed maps should have a high degree of accuracy. These maps demand

comprehensive field - and computational work and they are time consuming to

produce. In Norway such maps are based on the Norwegian economic map

series at a scale of 1:5000, contour line distance 5m,or for certain areas in scale

1:1000, contourline distance Im. In this zoning process each avalanche path is

examined in detail; both rupture area, track and runout zone are evaluated

carefully, first of all to identify the magnitude, frequency, and runout distance
of slides and avalanches.

2.2 Types of maps

Depending on map content and methods used in data collection and data

processing, NGI foundit apropriate to distinguish between three types of
hazard maps:

Hazard registration maps. Maps containing historically known slides and

avalanches, compiled from litterature and documents, interviews and field

work.
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Geomorphic hazard maps. Maps containing information of hazard prone areas

identified by geomorphological investigationsin the field, and by the use of
topographic maps and air photos.

Hazard zoning maps. Maps which define risk areas compiled on the basis of

knownhistoric events, geomorphological investigations and the use of

frequency/runout calculation models. The hazard zones should correspondto

the safety requirementsin the national building regulations, or specify other

frequency/magitude conditions of the hazard zone.

2.3 Zoning procedure

2.3.1 Survey maps

As a first step, all potential hazard zones are identified regardless of the

frequency of avalanches and rock falls. The hazard zones are divided into two
areas:

-Starting zones

-Runout zones.

Thestarting zones include all areas on the map which are steeper than 30", and

which are not covered with dense forest concerning snow avalanches.
Concerning rock fall hazard, all areas steeper than 30” are identified..

The identification of the starting zones are done automatically by the computer,

using vector information. On a map sheet with a surface area of 600km”this

process is completed in 30 minutes.

The runout zones are identified by using the terrain profile in each slide- and

avalanche path. Each profile is drawn as a line on the computer screen, from

the top of the starting zone, along the path to the valley floor. Based on the

information from this terrain profile, the runout distance is calculated by the

computer in a few seconds by the topographical/statistical model for snow

avalanches and rock falls according to the empirical models described in
section 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.

After completion of the hazard map on the computer, the map is checked and
corrected by inspection in the field.

Zoning of debris flow hazard has been tried out following the same procedures

as for snow avalanches and rockfalls. For the time beeing, NGI's experienceis

that debris flow hazard is to complicated to be solved in a survey hazard zoning
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procedure, as the investigation of this type of hazard needs more basic field

work than potential snow avalanche- and rockfall areas need. Hazard zoning of

debris slides is therefore perfomed by detailed zoning procedures only, see sect
5.3.

2.4 Detailed maps

Three different sources of information are used to complete a detailed hazard
map:

& records of historic avalanches

e geomorphic analysis of the avalanche path

e computational models for runout calculation.

All information of known avalanches and slides, their runot distance, damage,

weather conditions connected to the release etc. are collected. Both oral

information and written records are used.

Geomorphological evidence of avalance frequency and runoutis studied in the

field. First of all how vegetation is influenced by avalanche activity, and how

loose deposits are eroded, transported and accumulated in the avalanchetrack.

Bedrock type and quality is investigated, together with the distribution of and
type of loose deposits.

Debris flow hazard is identified mainly in terrain formations at, and nearby

river fans. Earth profiles from test pits are used also to identify and date type
and frequency ofslides, see sect. 5.3.

Runout models for avalances and slides are an important tool concerning the

establishment of the hazard zones. Each avalanche and slide path is modelled

in detail by using digital maps and terrain models. The runout models

described in sect 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 are used to calculate the hazard zones

corresponding to the national safety requirements for natural hazards.

Calculation of the runout distance of debris flows have up to present been done

manually. The empirical model described in section 5.3 will be computerised

during 1997 in the same way as described for snow avalanches and rockfalls.

3 HAZARD ZONING IN SOME OTHER COUNTRIES

3.1 Austria.

In Austria and Switzerland every community («Gemeinde»), with avalanche

problems has to make a «Gefarenzoneplan» or detailed avalanche hazard map

in å scale between M 1:10.000 and M 1:1.000. (Hopf 1990). These maps will

give detailed information regarding avalanche and torrents runout zones,
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historic records, return periods and/or pressure from the avalanches. Two
hazard zones are used:

-Red zone: Avalanche frequency greater than 1/10, or impactforce greater
than 25 kPa.

-Yellow zone: Avalanche frequency greater than 1/150 , and impact force

greater than I kPa.

The 150 year return period is in most cases a theoretical value, because the

length of the apropriate observation periodsis to short for statistical analysis.

(Sauermoser 1997). For practical purpose, the biggest obseved eventin the

pastis therefore the basis for further investigations and often used as the design
avalanche.

Based on the information the maps and reports holds, the municipal boards can

either avoid planning of new housing areas in avalanche hazard zones or take

precautions for new and old living houses situated inside the avalanche zones.

This can include physical measureslike strengthening the houses with concrete,

making deflecting walls or earth dams near the houses, or retaining fences and

reforestation in the avalanche release areas. (Domaas 1995).

Prior to accepting a Hazard Zone Plan in Austria the plan is forwarded as a

proposal on a official hearing for four weeks in the community before the

official commission take the last evaluation of the plan which is thereby stated
officially.

It is important to notice that the Austrian Hazard Zone Maptake into account

the problem oftorrent hazard also. (i.e. debris flows).

3.2 Switzerland

Avalanche mapping wasstarted as far as 100 years ago when the Swiss federal

forester J. Coaz invited the cantonal forest service personnelto collaborate on

the first Swiss Avalanche cadastre (Frutiger 1980). From 1878 - 1895 an

avalanche map over Switzerland in scale 1:250.000 was made and publicised

by Eidg. Department des Innern, Bern 1907. The maps show each avalanche

described by a line from the release areasto the valley. This gives a rough

estimate of the limits of the known avalanche events.

22 avalanche danger maps was later made in scale 1:100.000 by M. Clay and

C. Wicki in 1975. The maps show the avalanche danger area and also rockfall

and torrents. The maps include known avalanche paths (dark red colour), and

for the first time a potential avalanche zone (light red colour). Torrent problem

areas is shown with blue lines and dotted lines. These mapsisstill not very
detailed.
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In 1978 K. Oechslin made nine detailed maps in kanton Uri in the scale M
1:25.000. On the maps the historic avalanches is drawn with an orange colour,
and distinction is made between «Fliesslawinen « and «Staublawinen».

The Eidg. Institut fir Schnee- und Lawinenforschung in Davos has made
«Winterberichte» each year since 1940. All known avalanches causing
material and life losses is reported with known snow conditions.

In the period from 1956-1978 264 internal reports with maps in scale M
1:10.000 is made at EISELF. Avalanche hazard mapsis by this made for 26
communities (Gemeinde), and the avalanches on these maps is described with
a blue and a red zone, corresponding to the avalanche pressure and the
frequency as done in Austria. (Salm 1990, Gubler 1990)

Since the seventies quantitative hazard mapping criteria have been stated.
These criteria are based on calculations. The potential hazard is related to the
expected frequency, expressed in return periods, and the intensity, expressed by
the avalanchepressure,of the avalanche. Combinations of frequency and
pressure define the three levels of hazard: High (Red), moderate (Blue) and
safe (White). Sometimes a low hazard level (Yellow) is included, namely
powder snow avalanches. Avalanches with return periods up to T = 30 years
mean red zone independent of pressure. Forless frequent events with 30 < T <
300 years a blue zone is applied up to pressures of 30 kN/m*Events of T>300
years are accepted risk (yellow zone).
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In Swiss avalanche hazard zoning there is an understanding that you can not

achieve absolute safety. In the federal Guidelines maximum tolerablerisk is

given for each zone. With the limitation to consider only events up to 300

years, a generally tolerable risk has been fixed. Principally building is

prohibited in the red zone. In the blue zone building is possible, but with

caution and provided that certain safety specifications are met. Houses

exposed to avalanche forces must be designed to withstand the pressures. In

order to minimise the fatalities of an avalanche accident the communities have

to organise a warning system and also evacuation of endangered people.

The assessmentof tolerableriskis finally a political question. The disaster

preventionis a duty of the local communal authority. The communes are

theoretically free to make their ownrisk scale. The only possibility of the

confederation to interfere is to reduce the funds for avalanche defence work if
the guidelines are disregarded.

3.3 France

The hazard zoning in France is performed by making a Zoning Plan of

Avalanche Exposed Areas (P.Z.E.A.) The maps are in scale 1:2000 or 1:5000

and indicate 3 different hazard zones. The maps are made based on the experts

knowledge, and local observations and inquiry. (Borel 1991). The use of

runout calculations has been unfrequent until lately, as one lack meteorological

data which is needed for the use of the Voellmy-Salm runout model usedin
Switzerland.

Three differnet hazard levels are defined accordingto the following figure:

Å P tn kPa) /

 

 

 

 

 

30 D
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20 C

BLUE

10 8 £

msme WHITE FCincenturies)

o 2 go

Figure 2. Theoretical P.Z.E.A. zoning diagram (CI. Charlier, CEMAGREF, 1980)

With :

P : Pressure kje
: I % :

Å rarp Physical limit of the avalanche (doesnt knock down a standing man)

B (P=10 ; F=0.1) : If P > 10 kPa and F probably < 10 years, then : jr

C (P=20 ; F=1.0) : If P > 20 kPa and F probably < 100 years, then : HE

D (P=30 ; F=2.0): If P > 30 kPa and F probably < 200 years, then

E (P=10 ; F=3.0) : If P < 10 kPa and F probably > 3 centuries, then : k
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3.4 Iceland

Hazard zoning in Iceland was started on å national scale as a result of two

major accidents in 1995, when 34 persons were killed in their homes by snow

avalanches. Most of the houses were located in areas that were regarded as
safe on earlier maps.

The Icelandic aim is to make hazard mapsin scale 1:5000 where the actualrisk

of death for persons staying in a living houseis calculated. The acceptablerisk

lines are drawn on the hazard zoning maps. The models used to calculate the

runout distance is both a topographical/statistical model of the same type as

developed by NGI (Johannesson 1996), and the PCM model described in

section 5.1. By back- calculating avalanche velocities in avalanches which

havehit buildings and killed people, it has been possible to find a relation

between avalanche velocity and death rate. By combining the runout

calculations, velocity calculations, and death rate connectedto the velocity, the

Icelandic snow avalanche hazard is expressed in the form of a hazard risk map.
(Jonasson and Arnalds 1997).

4 LEGISLATION

4.1 Austria

The Federal Service for Torrent and Avalanche Control has existed for more

than 100 years, and has been dealing with technical and biological methods

against these kinds of natural hazards. In 1975 the institution was authorised

by a new Forest Law” with the elaboration of avalanche and torrent hazard

maps. These maps are intended to be a base for decisions concerning control

measures, regional planning, constructions and safety regulations. (Hopf 1990)

Experts of the Federal Service for Torrent and Avalanche Control ( educated at

the University of Agriculture and Forestry in Vienna) haveto investigate the

sources of danger in the catchments and starting zones, taking into

consideration hydrological, geological, meteorological, climatic and biological

conditions and human influences. Information”s about events in the past must

be collected. Chronicles and information”s of the local people and calculations

have to be observed. All the data must be evaluated for the performance of

hazard maps. Thisis also stated in a code for hazard mapping>*”.

 

*) Forstgesetz 1975 in der Fassung der Forstgesetz-Novelle 1987

*9Richtlinien fir die Gefahrenzonenabgrenzung. BMLF Referat VC8a Forsttechnischer Dienst

fir Wildbach- und Lawinenverbauung.

Da. Verordnung des Bundesministers fir Land- und Forstwirtschaft vom 30.juli 1976 iiber
die Gefarenzoneplåne.
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Beyondthis regulation in The Federal Forest Law some executive rules for the

hazard zoning are hold in the regional planning laws of the provinces. In the

law of the province of Tirolit is stated that areas which are endangered by

floods, mudflows, rockfalls, landslides and avalanches are not allowed to be

defined as building land. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry has decided

that in case of non observance of the hazard zone maps, public funds are not

available further on, and funds already paid must be reimbursed.

Since protection measuresis widely used in Austriait is also ofvital interest to

know how these measures influence the hazard zones. Thisis stated in a paper

on technicalrules for torrents and avalanche protective measures”.

4.2 Switzerland

Switzerland is divided in 26 cantons which in turn is divided in several

communities. The municipal authority must guarantee the safety ofthe citizens

and property against any kind of danger. This general principle confirmed by

the Swiss supreme court (1971) is called the «general police clause». The

cantons makethe building codes and legislation”s themselves, with further

details in the legislation”s by the communities. By 1980 only six cantons of

twelve situated in avalanche districts, had cantonal natural hazard building and

zoning codes.

The Federal Forest Law says (Executive Ordinance 1965): «The Confederation

cannot subsidise avalanche defences for the protection of buildings or

resettlements, if, in selecting building sites, no consideration has been made of

the avalanche zone plan and the avalanche cadastre or, if those things are
missing, warnings have been disregarded.»

In 1972 The Federal Assembly accepted the Federal Act concerning urgent

measures for land-use planning (valid only limited time). After that it must be
replaced by a Federal Law.

The Federal Act resolves that: «The cantons, without delay, designate the

areas, the use of which is restricted or prohibited for the purpose ofthe

protection of the environment, for recreational purpose, and for protection from
natural danger.

The Federal Council supervises the execution ofthis act. If the cantons do not

designate those areas in due course the federal Council will take measures

against such cantons.

 

* Technische Richtlininenfir die Wildbach- und Lawinenverbauung. Bundesministerium fiir

Land- und Forstwirtschaft. Ausgabe 1983.
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The Federal Act is now replaced by the Federal Law on land-use planning

(1980). Art. 6 says: «The cantons designate areas considerably endangered by

natural hazards» («considerably»is dueto interpretation). This is made by the

«Swiss guidelines for Avalanche Zoning (1984)», elaborated by the SFISAR

and å Swiss working group. These guidelines has no legalliability, and the

cantons are therefor free to have their own guidelines. In general these Federal

guidelines are observed by the cantons and communities, also because the

Federal Institute in Davos makes consultant work in the communities.

4.3 France

In France «Natural Hazards» were incorporated in the Building code in the

same way as the other main land-planning preoccupations. As a generalrule ,

the Mayor and also the State, must ensure the public safety, and maketherisk

knownto the public in the actual Building Documents. (Borrel 1991). The

Planning and Building Documents consists of a Land Use Program (P.O.S.)

which delineates building areas or zonesto be built in the future, and where
natural hazards should be taken into account.

Asfar as the avalanche hazard is concerned, 2 documents must be addedto the
P.O.S:

- Å three colour hazard map which delimits the zones

- The corresponding regulations, which lead either to building prohibition,or to
acknowledgement.

Fortourist facilities a special Tourist Development Plan (P.D.T.) for

mountainous areas must be worked out, including natural hazard assessment.

4.4 Iceland

Icelandic conditions concerning natural hazard legislation are under

development, and a draft of natural hazard regulations will be presented to the

governementduring 1997. The regulations will be based on the

concept of acceptable risk (Johannesson and Arnalds 1997). This acceptable

risk level have been much discussed in Iceland, and the risk valuethat is

considered acceptable will define the limits of the hazard zones. At present,

the Icelandic Meteorological Office, which is responsible for the avalanche

hazard zoning is using the value 0.310” per yearas the acceptable limit for

hazard zoningin living house areas. For comparison, the probability of beeing

killed in a car accident in Scandinaviais about 10” per year.
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4.5 Norway

The Building and Planning Act in Norway has been under development since

1924 and the act was putinto force for the whole country in 1966. The last

revision was done in 1987. The building act is used when a detailed hazard

plan is made with corresponding detailed maps. The ongoing hazard mapping

on survey maps M 1:50.000 has been operative since 1979, and uptill now

approximately 110 mapsis finished. Still 100 mapsis necessary to prepare and

westill need 15 more years to accomplish this work. So far these maps has no

legal liability, but will be used as an aid in land use planning in the

communities.(Hestnes 1990)

The building council of the communities will have to follow the rules stated in

the act, and advises concerning hazard zones and protective measures are done

by NGIas a private consultant in each case. In cases where the avalanche

endangered houses are older than from 1966, the National Fund for Natural

Disaster Assistance can give economical support to rebuild with protective

measures or to move the houses elsewhere.

In 1980 å new act became operative in Norway which states that all objects

with fire Insurance are also obliged to take out Natural Hazard Insurance.

Damages caused by avalanches will normally be compensatedin full unless the

client has shown gross negligence. However, insurance companies will neither

initiate any hazard evaluation nor safety measures. They may, on the other

hand, increase the insurance premium or refuse rebuilding. (Hestnes 1990)

The estimation of natural hazards are connected to the Norwegian Planning and

Building Law. According to the Technical regulations in the law, three classes

of avalanche andslide frequencies are usually taken into account:, se table
below.
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Security Maximum nominal Avalanche return Type of construction

class avalanche frequency period. (years)

per year

l 10 100 Garages, smaller

storage roms of one

floor, boat houses

2 103 1000 Dwelling houses up
to two floors,

operational

buildings in

agriculture

3 <103 <1000 Hospital, scools,
public halls etc.
 

In addition, the Building regulation states that rebuilding afterfires or other

kinds of reparation may be donefor class two, when the nominal yearly

frequencyis less than 3:10”, i.e. return period of 333 years.

By using the word «nominal», as opposed to «real», one admits that exact

calculation of avalanche runout distance for the given frequenciesis not
possible, and use of subjective judgementis therefore necessary.

5 RUNOUT MODELS

5.1 Snow avalanches

5.1.1 General

Snow avalanches usually starts as a slab, about 0.5 m - 3 m thick. The rupture

consists of a tensile failure at the upper boundary, and a shearfailure at along a

weaklayer in the snowpack. The slab may have a width ranging from about 50

m to 1000 m or more, including snow volumesin the order of 10? m? - 109 må.

During the rupture, and shortly afterwards, the slab breaks into blocks which

glide at older layers of snow deeper in the snowpack. As the velovity

inereases, the blocks are broken into smaller pieces, turbulence increases and

the movementtakes form ofa particle flow. In bigger dry avalanches,

maximum velocities are about 60-80 m/s.

Most avalanches consist of at least two parts. One is referred to as a dense

snow avalanche (or flowing avalanche) which is a gravity flow. The otheris a

turbidity part referred to as an (airborne) powder snow avalanche, which is

driven by the extra weight of small snow particles (< I mm) suspended in the

air. A fully developed avalanche can be divided in four flow layers (Norem,

1995a). The major volume of the avalanche is represented by the basal and
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liquefied dense flow layer, where the particles are in close contact, and the

volumetric density is high. The density is assumed to be almost constant.

Above the dense flow layer is the transitional saltation layer, where the

particles are transported in jumps similar to saltating particles in drifting snow.

The volumetric density is reduced to the power of three with height in the

saltating layer. Then follows the suspension layer that constitutes the snow

cloud of the avalanche. Here the density and the velocity are both reduced

almost linearly with height. Above and around the avalanche is a backflow of

air named the recirculation layer, with a height one to three times that of the

suspension layer. The latter three layers constitute the turbidity part.

Since the material properties differ, the distinction between wet snow

(generally cohesive with possible snowball formation) and dry snow (no free

water content) avalanches is useful. Dense snow avalanches can occur under

both wet and dry snow conditions. A turbidity part is normally generated in

both circumstances, especially in steep slopes. Pure powder snow avalanches
require dry snow conditions.

Both wet snow and dry snow avalanches involve high internal deformation and

are more or less in a liquid state. For wet snow avalanches, solid

concentrations are high, and energy dissipation is caused mainly by particle

interactions. In dry snow avalanches, energy dissipation is caused mainly by

particle interactions at high solid concentrations, and by viscosity in the
interstitial air at low concentrations.

Thefirst attempt to formulate a general theory of avalanche motion was made

by Voellmy (1955), and this theory is still widely used. Increased human

activity in mountain regions, deforestation from pollution, forestry and ski

resorts as well as anticipated warming of the earth”s atmosphere have caused a

growing interest in the study of catastrophic avalanches. Both statistical, and

comparative models for run-out distance computations as well as dynamic

models for avalanche motion simulations are now developed. However, no

universal model has so far been made. The dynamics of avalanches are

complex, involving both fluid, particle and soil mechanics. The limited

amount of data available from real events makesit hard to evaluate or calibrate

existing models. Often several models with different physical descriptions of

the avalanche movementcan all fulfil the deficient recorded observations.

Material properties, boundary conditions, release mechanisms, impact pressure,

defence structures, physical experiments, case studies or other related

avalanche topics are omitted in this brief report. For further studies, the

following review papers are referred: Hopfinger (1983), Mellor (1978), Norem

(1992, 1995a,b), Perla (1980) and Scheiwiller and Hutter (1982).
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5.1.2 Lied - Bakkehøistatistical o/B-model

The statistical o/B-model (Lied and Bakkehøi, 1980, Bakkehøi et al., 1983,

Lied and Toppe, 1988, Bakkehøi and Norem, 1994) was developed at NGI and

governs maximum run-out distance solely as a function of topography. The

run-out distance equations are found by regression analysis, correlating the

longest registered run-out distance from 206 avalanche paths to a selection of

topographic parameters. The parameters that have proved to be most
significantare:

Topographic parameters governing maximum run-out distance.

 

Symbol of Parameter description:
parameter:
 

B (deg.) |Average inclination of avalanche path betweenstarting point and
point of 10" inclination alongterrain profile.

0 (deg.) —|Inclination of top 100 vertical meters ofstarting zone.

H (mm) Total height difference between starting point and lowest point of

bestfit parabola y=ax"+bx+c.

y”(m”') |Curvature of avalanche path.
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100m

   

    
    

Avalanche path

10%point
Best fitted
polynomial

Maximum
y= ax «bxec

runout

+= IEamar ar 

Topographic parameters describing terrain profile (after Lied and Toppe,

1988).

The B-angle is empirically found to be the best characterisation of the track

inclination.

The inclination 0 of the top 100 vertical metres of starting zone indirectly

governs the rupture height, and thereby the slide thickness, which is greater in

gentle slopes than in steep slopes. Hence smaller values of 0 give longer run-

out distances or smaller average inclination ofthe total avalanche path, a.

In Norway most avalanche paths might be approximately described by the

parabola y=ax"+bx+c, of which curvature is described by the second derivative

y”=2a.

In slide paths with little difference in height, H, a smaller part of the potential

energy is transformed into heat by friction. Hence the avalanches have an

apparently lower coefficient of friction, and obtain theoretically a smaller run-
out angle.

For å parabolic slope, the B-angle is determined by B= an|Hy + ant |

Smaller values of the product Hy” mean smaller values of B. This results in

smaller values of oa, because the avalanches run with smaller velocity, and the

velocity-dependent frictional transformation of potential energy into heat is
reduced.
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The topography, the width and the degree oflateral confinement in the starting

zone, as well as the drifting snow transport into the starting zone, havelittle

influence upon the run-out distance (Lied and Bakkehøi, 1980, Lied et al.

1995). As opposed to what was presumed, no tendency was found that an

avalanche with a wide rupture zone, which is channelled into a narrow track,

has å longer reach than an avalanche following an unconfined path.

The regression analysis revealed that the B-angle is the most important

topographic parameter. The result of the regression analyses is referred in the
table below:

Results of regression analysis (translatedfrom Bakkehøi and Norem, 1994,

with standard deviations (SD) and correlation coefficients (R).

LH] represents the numerical value ofH.

 

Assump- No. of Regression equation, Accuracy Standard deviation (m)
tion avalanches O= H=1000m, horizontal run-out

SD |R a -AL |AL
(deg.) [-] |(deg.)| (m) (m)

 

 

 

 

 

 

B<30" 68 0.898 +0.0358—22" -10*[H]-09*| 1.49 |0.84| 25 138 154

30" <B<35" 59 1.15B -2.5*-10*[H]-5.9* 2.50 |0.53| 30 162 189

B > 35" 79 0.818 +0.036Hy”0 +3.2* 2.67 |0.62| 36 127 144

B<30", 0.94B + 0.0350 — 2.6* 1.02 10.90| 25 96 103

H > 900m

All avalanches 206 0.96B — 1.4" 2.30 10.92
 

All avalanches 206 0.92B—7.9" :10"[H]+0.024Hy”0+0.04"| 2.28 10.92

 

The model is most appropriate for travel distance analysis along longitudinally

concave profiles. The calculated run-out distances are those that might be

expected under snow conditions favouring the longest run-out distances. The

authors have no explanation as to why there is such a small correlation in the

data for 30" < B< 35".

Lied and Toppe (1988) redefine the starting zone as the part of the path lying

between the starting point and the point of 30" inclination along the terrain

profile. The average inclination of this zone is termed y. They further describe

the automatic computation of the avalanche parameters. Applying the relation

oa =f(B,y) for 113 avalanches, the equation o=0.91B+0.08y —3.5" gives

R*=0.94 and SD=1.4", which is a small improvementto the relation between a

and B in Table 2.2. Lied and Toppe (1988) also present combinations of the

lengths of the starting zone, the avalanche track and the run-out zone, L;, L>
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and L3 respectively as well as the area Å of the starting zone (evaluated

subjectively from local topography as a substitute for the avalanche volume).
Thebest relation is L=L, +L, +L, =0.93L, +0.97L, +0.61m -[A]+182m,

with R”=0.96 and SD=137m ([A] represents the numerical value of A [m?]).

Using L3 alone as the dependent variable does not give R- and SD-values that

enable sufficiently accurate calculations of run-out distance. The prediction of

path lengths will give run-out distances independent of steepness of path, as

opposed to the more realistic o/B-relations. McClung and Lied (1987) show

that the avalanches with the 50 highest values ofthe ratio L, /(L, +L,) give a

very good fit to an extreme-value distribution.

The assumption of small variations in the physical snow parameters giving the

longest run-out distance is only valid within one climatic region (McClung et

al., 1989). Martinelli (1986) and McClung etal. (1989) have applied the basics

of the statistical o/B-model in mountain regions outside Norway.

The avalanche database of NGIis constantly extended, and contains at present

230 events. Both the statistical and the dynamic models are occasionally
recalibrated.

5.1.3  Voellmy block model

Voellmy's (1955) model is a one-dimensional block model for the calculation

of avalanche run-out distance.

The sliding mass is considered as an endless fluid of height H reaching a

terminal velocity by equilibrium of gravitational forces and shear forces on an

infinitely long slope of constant inclination 9,. Based on hydraulic theory, the

shear forces are represented by a dynamic drag proportional to the terminal

velocity squared on the free, upper surface and a combination of a similar

dynamic drag and å Coulombfriction proportional to the normal forces along

the bed. Hence the terminal velocity is expressed by the two-parameter formula

V, =[& H(sinG ,- ucos0, |”

where density and drag coefficients are lumped together into the «coefficient of

turbulent friction», & [m/s?], and u is the Coulomb friction coefficient. To

account for lateral confinement, H is replaced by the hydraulic radius (flow

cross-sectional area divided by wetted perimeter).

The deceleration starts at a certain reference point, normally located where the

actual slope inclination equals tan”. From this point the run-out distance on a

slope of constantinclination Ø> is computed by energy considerations:
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S= V/[2glucos0, -sin0 ,) + Våg! (E HL]

Hp is the mean depositional depth accounting for the energy loss due to pile-up

of debris and g is the acceleration ofgravity.

The computed run-out distance is based on the assumption that terminal

velocity is reached, and depends strongly on the selected location of the

reference point, as well as on the values of the input parameters.

The values of u and & are discussed by Buser and Frutiger (1980) and by

Martinelli et al. (1980).

5.14 —PCM Block model

The 2-parameter PCM-model (Perla, Cheng and McClung, 1980) is a further

development of Voellmy's model above. The avalanche is described as a one-

dimensional block of finite mass moving on a path of varying curvature. The

reference point is the initial rest position of the blocks centre of mass. The

equation of momentum includes Coulomb friction, centrifugal force due to

curvature of the path, dynamic drag and inertia resistive ploughing. The

Coulombfriction term consists of an adjustable friction coefficient uti multiplied

by the normal force along the bed. The latter three terms are all proportional to

v, the tangential velocity squared, and hence lumped together into one term

gonsisting of v* divided bythe second adjustable parameter interpreted as å

mass-to-drag ratio, M/D [m”]. Theresult is a linear differential equation in v”:

1 dv?
= g(sin O — u cos 9) — ar

2 ds M

where 0 is the local inclination, s is the slope position and is the acceleration

of gravity. However, the inclination and perhaps the adjustable parameters are

not constant along the path. An iterative solution procedure is described,

dividing the slope into small segments of constant inclination and parameter

values. To compensate for the absence of curvature along the linear segments,

the velocity is corrected for conservation of linear momentum at each segment
transition.

The usefulness of the model depends on å knowledge of the two adjustable

parameters that can vary considerably, cf. Table 19.1. For avalanches, these

values have been limited to some extent by testing the modelstatistically on

136 extreme paths in Northwest USA and Norway (Bakkehøiet al., 1981) and

on 206 extreme paths in Norway (Bakkehøiet al., 1983).
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Alean (1984, 1985) has analysed nineteen ice avalanchesto establish parameter

values and test whether the PCM-model might be applicable for such events.

He concludes that deviations between model predictions and observations are

«disappointingly high», and that å one-parameter model leads to only slightly

worse predictions of run-out distances for ice avalanches.

For constant inclination and parameter values along an infinitely long slope, the

result is analogous to that of Voellmy.

5.1.5 VSG-refined block model

The VSG-model (Voellmy, 1955, Salm et al., 1990, Salm, 1993 and Gubler,

1993) is the most commonly used modelfor calculation of avalanche motion in
Switzerland and Austria.

The model assumptions are incompressibility of flow along the whole path,

steady flow and small variations of flow height along the track (i.e. between

starting and run-out zones) and non-steady quasi-rigid body movement in the

run-out zone. The model is quasi two-dimensional as it to some extent

incorporates the average width of the starting zone, the track and the run-out

zone separately, as well as the cross-sectional shape ofthe track.

The computed velocity Vo of the mass centre leaving the starting zone is

computed in correspondence with the terminal velocity of Voellmy's model

(for avalanches a default value of initial flow height dy is presented based on

statistical analysis of precipitation data from Swiss mountain areas). Given the

width ofthe starting zone, Wo, the model computes the flow rate Q= W,d,vy.-

The terminal velocity at the bottom ofthe track

1/3

V,= 3 & (siny, - ucosy,)
P

is based on the average width W, of a «control section» of a few hundred

meters (theoretical length is suggested in Gubler (1993)) at the lower end ofthe

track, u and & are the same coefficients as in Voellmy's model, and vyis

inclination of control section. For laterally confined tracks the terminal velocity
is given by

| 1/2
V= [Rå (sin Y/, — LL COS vw.)

where R is the hydraulic radius. Dynamic pressure on obstacles along the track
is calculated.
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The run-out zoneis said to begin where the inclination equals tan” u. (Thus the

run-out zone starts on more gentle slopes for larger avalanches because the

assumed |L values are smaller). By time-dependent modelling of the movement

of the avalanche front, and assuming a linear decrease of the velocity squared

v" =dé (ucosy, =siny,)

in the run-out zone of average inclination v;, the length of the run-out zone is

v?

$= d, u -
2g v*

| | | Q
where g is the acceleration of gravity and deposit height d, = +

Wv, 4ag
pp

The internal friction parameter of the avalanche mass, Å, determines the

transfer of kinetic energy (particle speed) to potential energy (flow height).

According to Harbitz (1995), the model results are not very sensitive to the

value of Å (equals 2.5 for wet, dense snow avalanches). The run-out zone might

be divided into small segments for altering the parameter values and computing

the velocity along the slope. The numerical program returns both the limit of

the red zone (i.e. where the dynamic pressure exceeds 30 kPa) and the total

run-out distance.

An alternative run-out model is also included (Salm, 1993), applicable when

there is no enlargement ofthe flow width in the run-out zone. Now the flow is

modelled as a flexible sliding sheet with high internal friction. The model

results in lower (more realistic) deposit heights and a faster decrease of flow

speed in the run-out zone. This run-out model is more dependent on the value

of the internal friction parameter (Harbitz, 1995).

The results of the VSG-model are critically dependent on the input values of

width, length and inclination ofthe starting zone,initial flow height ho, friction

coefficients, cross-section of the track and inclination of the track and the run-

out zones, cf. Table 19.1. A default value ofthe initial flow height is presented

according to the Swiss guidelines (Salm etal., 1993), based uponthe altitude of

the fracture line, the return period of the avalanche and the climatic region.

The model has been tested for avalanches by Buser and Frutiger (1980), Föhn

and Meister (1982), Gubler (1987) and Lied et al. (1995). The latter concluded

that the uncertainties for the VSG-model are as great as for the PCM- and NIS-
models.
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5.1.6 NIS visco-elastic plastic deformable body model

The dynamic model developed by NGI; the NIS-model, (Norem, Irgens and

Schieldrop, 1987, 1989, Norem and Schieldrop, 1991), was originally

developed for avalanches and has also been applied to submarine flowslides.

Thus it is constructed to treat both kinds of energy dissipation regimes outlined

in sections I and 10. The mathematical deformable body model describes a

two-dimensional, non-steady shear flow of varying height with slip velocity

conditions when erosion is omitted, or with no-slip velocity conditions when

erosion is included. The shear flow moves along an arbitrary path originating

centrifugal forces. The constitutive relations, which contain the visco-elasticity

of a CEF-fluid (Criminale-Ericksen-Filbey, 1958) combined with plasticity for

a cohesive material, yield (as depicted in Fig. 12.1) for the normal stresses Ox

and Gy parallel and normal to the slope respectively, and for the shearstress Txy:

O, = Pe +Pp, -P (0, mf)

dv(y))V
0, =p.tp,+pu| 2

dy
I

Ty =a+Dp, amøspn||
dy

where pe. is the effective pressure (all normal compressive stresses have a

positive sign according to soil mechanic practice), py is the pore pressure, is

the average density of the flowing material, v; and v> are the normal stress

viscosities, dv, (y)/dy is the shear velocity parallel to the slope at a height y

above the bed, a is the cohesion, 9 is the internal friction angle, m is the shear

stress viscosity and r is an exponent preliminary suggested equal to 2 for rock

slides and avalanches (inertial regime) and 1 for debris flows of low

concentration and submarine flowslides (macro-viscous regime).
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Definition ofsteadyflow geometry (after Norem, Locat and Schieldrop, 1989).

Ås the viscometric functions are represented by power laws, they express flow

induced dispersive pressure and dynamic shear, as described by Bagnold

(1954). The model is quasi two-dimensional as the vertical velocity profile is

assumed to be identical in form to the steady shear flow profile. Cohesion

and/or upper surface shear stress induce a plug flow velocity profile, as

opposed to the parabolic flow profile of a non-cohesive material with zero

shear stress along the upper surface.

Cohesion, upper surface shear stress and erosion are omitted in the numerical

model. The resulting partial differential equations are solved by a Bulerian

finite-difference mid-point scheme in space and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta
procedure in time.

The rear and frontal grid cells in the finite-difference representation of the

avalanche are considered equal to the other cells in between. Each time the

accumulated volume (i.e. volume flux integrated in time) passing through the

contemporary avalanche front (i.e. the foremost «wall» of the frontal grid cell)

matches the volume of the grid cell ahead of the avalanche (i.e. product of
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contemporary avalanche front height and grid distance), the avalanche is said to

advance one grid distance. Similarly the rear grid cell is empty and neglected

when the accumulated volume flowing out of the cell equals the volume

contained in the cell when it was first defined to be the rear one, as the one
behind was emptied.

To simplify comparison with other models, four program options are
implemented:

e varying flow height and slip velocity conditions

e varying flow height and no-slip velocity conditions

e varying flow height and uniform profile

e constant flow height and velocity profile

Thelatter is approximately equal to the Voellmy or PCM models.

Several input parameters are needed: most important are the material friction

coefficient (equals tanf) and the initial flow height h of the avalanche, cf.

Table 19.1. For avalanches a default value, h.it, is presented for the latter

(Bakkehøi and Norem, 1994), based upon the fact that an unstable situation

occurs when the actual shear stress, t=pghsin0 equals the yield strength,

T, = å + tan øpgh cos 0, of the snow:

a

erit
- pg(sin 0 — tan 9 cos 0)

where g is the acceleration of gravity and 6 is the slope angle. The cohesion is

eliminated by introducing å known reference height, hi9=1.3m, for a slope
angle of 40":

sin 40 —tan $ cos 40
ha =h,

Y (sin 0 - tan mcosH)
erit

A value of tan|=0.3 ($=17*) is applied in the computations.

Bakkehøi and Norem (1994) also suggest that the length of the initial avalanche

slab should equal one sixth ofthe total height difference ofthe slide path, with

a maximum of 100 m.

The numerical results are verified by comparing with laboratory (Norem etal.,

1992) and full-scale experimental data of avalanches (Norem, Irgens and

Schieldrop 1989, Norem, 1992b), submarine slides (Norem, Locat and

Schieldrop, 1989) and rock slides (Locat et al., 1992). For avalanches and

submarine slides, the front velocity and the run-out distance are simulated well

by the model. With varying flow height, the program is less sensitive to the
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shape of the path, and the computed deposits in the run-out zone also agree
fairly well with experimental data.

It is an admitted weakness by the authors that the model does not include

effects of temperature and volume changes due to altering arrangements of the

grains. Neither is the effect of active and passive earth pressure included.

However, this effect is probably not significant as the internal friction is low

due to the dispersive stress (Norem, pers. comm., 1995).

For hazard zoning purposes it seems that the following models are in use:

1) Lied-Bakkehøi statistical 0/B- model
2) Voellmy block model (VSG-version)

3) PCM block model

Most of the other models described in this report need to be verified before

they are applicable in snow avalanche hazard zoning.

Onthe following page an overview of the different models for snow avalanche
runout (travel distance) are illustrated.
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5.2 Rockfalls

A rockfall is defined as a limited volume of rock masses set in rapid motion on

an inclined slope. Rock falls and rock slides are usualle calssified according to
the volumeofthe sliding masses:

Type: Volume (m?)

Rock falls <100

Rockslides 100-10.000

Mountain slides > 10.000

Usually the frequency of rock falls in a given area are considerable higher than

the frequency of rock slides and mountain slides. Rock falls usually consist of a

limited number of rock blocks that glides, rolls or jumps downhill. The release

normally occursin rockcliffs, steeper than 30", along joints in the rock mass.

Experience has shown that accurate stability calculations of fissured rock masses

is difficult. Very often a complex system of joints are found, where the most

important parameters as joint roughness, joint hardness, joint friction and and

joint water pressure all are difficult to establish. The most critical factor

concerning stability calculations are the hydrostatic pressure on fissures, and

whetherfissures in the bedrock are drained or not. Rock masses which are quite

stable during dry conditions may be unstable during conditions with reatively

small hydrostaic pressures. such pressures are difficult and costly to measure in
the field.

Another factor of importanceis the fact that major mountain sides with vertical

drops in the order of 500-1000 m consist of numerous fissured parts were access

is limited, and consequently a detailed stability analysis is very time consuming.

Because of the difficulties of performing accurate and reliable stability

calculations in such locations, it might be a better way of treating the rock fall

hazard,a priori, to admit that rock falls will occur in the future. Instead oftrying

to calculate stability, it is better to calculate runout distance, andif possible, the

frequency ofrock falls reaching a given pointin the runout zone.

In each of the rockfall cases compiled by NGI, the geometry of the mountainside

with release area (the uppermostcliff), the steep area down to the talus or scree,

the talus itself with top and toe, and the area beneath the toe of the scree were

studied in detail. In order to compare the different cases it has been necessary to

make simplifications of the geometry of the mountainsides, as well as leave out

the special cases where special topographic features dominates the result.

The analyses show that although there are considerable variations among

rockfalls, there are none the less limits to how far blocks can travel. There are
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always several reasons for rockfalls not reaching as far as theoretically possible.

The results can simply be used as references for own assessments. The runout of

blocksrolling and bouncing in steep terrain beyond the talus toe is of particular
interest.

In further work on rockfalls, model and full-scale experiments can probably be

expected to yield the most useful results. Most of the nessesary work on teoretical

modelling of rockfall behaviour are presented in papers available. Resistance to

rolling and loss of energy through impact have been made the object of simple

assessments, and it will probably be possible to assign figures to these parameters

through experimental work.

Å numerical calculation model has been developed on the basis of a method for

calculating the longest run-outs. The model will provide values for the location

and design of protective measures. By comparing these values with an

assessment of the range, we can obtain realistic values for velocity and run-out
distances.

5.2.1 Short review of resent litterature on models for the calculation of rockfall

movement

A. Ozone (1993) gave a short description of 17 different models concerning

kinematics, lumped mass and rigid body mechanicsin his thesis leading to his

Master Degree. Here we give a short review of these models as well as

additional Norwegian approaches and some other important papers on this
issue:

Banks and Strohm (1974). The model consider the kinematics behaviour of a

discontinuous body sliding on plane segments and calculates velocities and
acceleration.

Pieta and Clayton (1976). This modelis the first computer program for

rockfall analysis. The model considered the rock as a point bouncing and

rolling nod slope segments with different inclinations. The method take into

account rolling and usesrestitution and friction coefficients.

B. Schieldrop (1977). The kinematics model describe a point of mass falling

on an inclined path and take into account the normal restitution coefficient. The

modelis later refined and take into account the energy equation, the angular

momentum and the momentofinertia. The calculations give the maximum
length ofthe trajectories.
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Hestnes, Schieldrop (1977). Rockfall testing on a 50 m long steep 27" slope

giving velocities, friction coefficients and understanding of rock fall behaviour.

Hacar, Bollo and Hacar (1977). A 2D-model using fundamental equations of

cinematic. The method can model all types of movement and take into account
the centrifugal force.

Paiola (1978, Bertozzi and Broili (1978) and Focardi (1982). Paiola and

Focardi proposedto assess the design parameters of defence structures by back

calculating rockfall events. The method can give relevant values for velocity,

run-out distance and energy. Bertozzi and Broili assessed restitution and

dynamicfriction coefficients on a scree under a steep wall and comparedthis to
their kinematics analysis.

Azimi (1982). The model analyse trajectories and energies offalling blocks,

related to geometrical and geotechnical characteristics of the topographical

surface. The method usea statistical approach.

Bosco and Mongiovi (1986). The model assess the risk of rockfalls.

Hoek (1987). A computer program was developed to calculate the bouncing
movement without rolling, rotation and sliding.

Hungr and Evans (1988). The analytical model is based on the concept of a

energy head reduced by impacts (restitution coefficient) androlling resistance.

Å relationship is found between energy, slope geometry and type of motion.

Marie (1988). The method presents a statistical rockfall analysis, whereall the

parameters are described statistically.

Paronuzzi (1989). The modelis a probabilistic approach generating random

values of impact, determining the frequency distribution of the kinematics

design parameters for a simulated trajectory sample. The modelverifies the

increase of safety of an area as a consequence of a particular barrier
construction.

Falcetta (1985). The model is based on the fundamental laws of dynamics and

consider the mechanics of the rigid body. The modelis a step by step

procedure taking into accountthe position of the block and the shape of both

block and slope at impact. In 1987, the authors proposeda statistical approach
based on the same model.

Bozzolo and Pamini (1986). This is a model based on the mechanics of the

rigid body (MASSI1987). The blocks are modelled as ellipsoids and the

motion consists of free fall and impact in combination. This give a possibility

to model all typical movements. In addition the model can calculate rolling
and sliding.
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Descoudres and Zimmermann(1987). This is the most complete model andis

a statistical three-dimensional model based on rigid body mechanics. The

blocks are ellipsoids or prisms and the slope have inelastic or plastic behaviour
and with surface roughness.

Spang and Rautenstrauch (1988). The model is based on the rigid body

mechanics and the paper presents åa comparative review of two- and three-

dimensional analysis models, and some sensitive criticisms to the model (1988

and 1991). The methodis similar to that of Bozzolo and Pamini.

Pfeiffer and Bowen (1989). This modelis also called the Colorado rockfall

Program and give a statistical analysis of rockfall simulations. Input values are

slope and rock properties and applies equations of gravitational acceleration

and conservation of energy to describe the motion of the rock. Empirical

derived functions are also used.

Smith and Duffy (1990). Field test measurements of velocity, kinetic and

angular energy, and evaluation of rockfall restraining nets.

Larsen (1993). Practical application of the Colorado rockfall Simulation
Program.

DomaasU. (1994). The model describe the use of topographic parameters in

recorded rockfalls to calculate the runoutdistance.

52.2 Empirical models

The following empirical modelsare the basis for rock fall hazard zoning in

Norway, and described in more detail by Domaas (1994).

5.2.2.1 Maximum rockfall range related to the height of the mountain side

Thepotential of falling rocks to run outfor long distances is normally expected to

depend onthe height of the slope. This is reasonable, because the velocity of a

rock must increase with the height of free fall. A number of factors affect and

complicate the analyses, because the blocks stop at varying distances beyond the

talus, and the measured run-out distances therefore show a certain spread. Some

of the reasons for this are: the blocks travel across different substrates, which

covera great variation in softness which give the blocks different energy losses in

each impact (expression for the percentage of energy recovered after an impact).

Blocks may shatter in impact against the substrate, and they vary in shape and
Size.

All these factors have some effect on the individual block, and makeit difficult to

quantify the energy losses. Collecting a large numberof block registrations from
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rockfalls will therefore gradually make it possible to design an outer bound for

how far falling blocks can travelin relation to the height of the mountainside.

Analytical work was madedifficult by the fact that there was one dominant factor

controlling rockfall range. This was the slope of the terrain beyond the talus toe.

To make the analyses possible we restricted the analyses to rockfall cases where

the average slope was less than 12? beyond the talus toe.

Source area 
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Topographival parameters measured on the terrain profiles.

The height of mountainsides is expressed as the total vertical difference in

altitude between the uppermost scarp on the mountainside and the block location

(Hror). The range of the blocks (S1) is measured from the talus toe. The talus toe

or the base of the talus is defined as the lower boundary of the area completely

covered by debris. Subjective evaluations of the position of the talus base are

unlikely to result in differences of more than a few meters. Å bound for 98% of

the measurements collected can be expressed by means of the following linear

equation:

Sj=a" H+ b=0.3065Hror + 24.1 m

In order to include all the measurements, 54.1 m must be used instead of 24.1 m.

This is because two blocks showed an extreme reach 30 m farther than the others.
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5.2.2.2 Rockfall range described in terms of the angle from the fallen block to

the top of the uppermost scarp in the mountainside

The angle B forms what we can call an all-embracing angle which describe the

maximum run-out of blocks in a particular mountainside. This angle is also used

by Scheidegger (1973)as a basis for a description of the extension of an average

friction coefficient (f) for land slides. With respect to the individual blocks,

tan(y) can be physically called the average friction parameter that determines the

maximum run-out of a block. In Scheidegger's model, the f-values decrease with

increasing volume.

As a general rule, B = 30" has been used to give an estimate of the run-out

distance for rockfalls. The results show that B depends on the height of the

mountainsides. In general, B values are greater than 319 for mountainsides with

heights from 100 m up to 350 m. Thereafter the value of B increases linearly up

to 35? for mountainsides 650 m high.

5.2.2.3 Rockfall range described in terms of the angle from the talus toe to the

top of the uppermost scarp on the mountainside

The height of the mountainside, and the talus height can be used as a basis for

determining how far rockfalls can reach. One way of describing the size and

shape of the mountainside is by means of angle Y, which is measured from the

talus toe to the top of the uppermost scarp on the mountainside. 75% of the

measurements were from mountainsides that were less than 200 m high..

Although increasing heights can be expected to result in rockfalls with higher

velocities, the loss of energy due to impact also increases with height. The

relative difference in run-out distance will therefor be somewhat smaller than the

difference in hight would seem to indicate. Y is a parameter which describes

how steep the mountainsideis, irrespective of the height of the mountainside. In

the figure below, the relationship between the Y values is compared with B, so

that we get a new expression for rockfall range related to the geometry of the

mountainside. The figure shows a close relationship between the two parameters.

Thefact that the difference between the two angles is normally less than 10" also

is importanthere.
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In order to investigate which effect the vertical drop may havein this context, the

measurements are grouped into three height intervals. For practical reasons, the
heights are divided into three groupsin Figure 5:

In Figure 5 a tendency can be seen for B values to increase with increasing

heights and Y values. If we place linear, parallel lower bounds on the

measurements in Figure 5, we can express B mathematically as a function of ,

for different ranges of H:

H < 200 m: B= 0.9091 - 8.07

200 m < H < 300 m: B=0.875"P - 3.759

H > 300 m: B=0.8421Y - 0.689

5.2.2.4 Rockfall range described in terms of the angle from the blockto the
talus peak

In the past, 01 = 25" has been used as a rule of thumb for calculating how far

rockfall can reach beyond the talus toe. This result is too inaccurate for practical

application. The measurements indicate that this angle is geometrically dependent

on the height and length of the talus, and that one of these parameters should be

used together with o to describe rockfall range. Asit appears today, the talusis
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the result of the local topography and the rockfalls which have built the talus

since the Ice Age. The topography of the mountainside and the transition to the

terrain below governs the deposition ofthe falling blocks. This results in taluses

of varying shape and size. Consequently, the talus peak does not provide a

reliable reference for studying rockfall range.
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Ratio between the talus height, H», and a

This survey consists mostly of measurements where a talus has been developed,

i.e. where there has been a certain amount of rockfall activity. The measurements

are presented in Figure 8, where the values of a are related to the height, H>, of

the talus. As we see, the measurements show a large spread with talus height, and

naturally enough, the greatest spread is found with small taluses. This is because

rockfall range is governed by factors other than the height ofthe talus. If we are

to use a for describing the run-out, it is necessary to use a boundthat includesall

the measurements, in order to include the rockfalls that reach farthest. For

measurements where the talus is below 50 m high, the spread of the

measurements is 15? on either side of the mean value. The lower bound for a

values related to the height of the talus is represented by a stippled line on Figure
8, and can be expressedas:
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ao = 0.562H> + 13.769

Ås shown onthe figure, the & - angle with the longest run-outis less than 25" for

taluses less than 200 m high. With taluses that are not higher than 100 m, ca

angles of down to 16" have been observed. The smallest & - angle for large

taluses (H> > 250 m)is ot = 279. There are so few observations with such large

taluses, that some reservations must be made regarding theseresults.

5.2.3 Thesignificance of a steep run-out area beyond the talus toe

The results of the measurements show clearly that steep terrain beyond the talus

toe is one of the most important factors governing rockfall range. However, this

type of data has proved the mostdifficult to collect during fieldwork. In addition,

these blockslie so far out from the foot of the mountain thattheir origin could be

moraine material. Fieldwork has shown that moraine blocks that have been

transported for short distances are indistinguishable in shape from rockfall

blocks. The measurements of blocks in steep run-out areas therefore all stem

from recorded incidents of slides. The measurements provide reference values

for what we know today about long rockfall run-outs, and thus constitute

important empirical data which can be used in practical applications.

The measurement with the longest run-out recorded up to the presentis for a

block which reached 295 m beyond the talus toe from a 500 m high mountain-

side, with an average slope between talus toe and block of 18.1". The

measurements show a marked increase in run-outs when the terrain slope beyond

the talus exceeds 15”. Although we are short of measurements on this point,it

looks as though particularly long run-outs may occur when the terrain slope,Y,is

greater than 20*.

For all the measurements, the relationship between the terrain slope beyond the

talus toe and the range beyond the talus toe has been considered. The longest

run-outs are related to the slope y and are presented in the figure below. The

figure showsthat the terrain slope appears to have a particularly great effect when

the terrain beyond the talus toe is steeper than 15”. When the terrain slopes

beyond the talus toe approach 20*, the results seem to indicate that particularly

long run-outs are possible. We see from the figure that a range of 150 m is

achieved in terrain with a slope of 69, 200 m is attained with a slope of 139, and

approximately 300 m with a slope of 189.
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An attempt has been made to group the measurements according to the height of

the mountainside. It was not easy to find any clear correlation for the highest

mountainsides. Only with lower mountainsides (H < 200 m) was it clearer that

the height of the mountainside played an important part. In the preceeding figure,

the maximum ranges for H < 200 m are marked relative to the corresponding Y

values. The shape of the curve is the same as for the higher mountainsides, but

less markedly rounded in steep run-out areas. Thistells us that blocks must have

a high velocity as they pass the talus toe in order to attain long run-outs, and that

the average resistance to rolling is probably higher than tany, (y-terrain

inclination). For terrain slopes of 20*, tan(20*) = 0.36. For practical purposesit

has been assumedthat the resistance to rolling (f) of large blocks is of the order

of 0.52 (Hungr and Evans, 1989). Experiments are required to show whetherthis

value can be applied in practice. However,it is clear that the resistance to rolling

depends on the shape and size of the blocks and the quality of the substrate. In

future work, it will be natural to investigate these factors. A polynomial fit was

madeforthe line valid for all measurements:

Sj=115m + 19 tany (90 tany - l)m, —(coeff. of determ.

R squared = 0.99147)
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5.2.4 Summary of empirical results for practical use

The results of the Norwegian survey of rockfalls are intended to be an aid in

determining the probable maximum rockfall range from mountainsides subject to

rockfall. All the results from 155 single cases studied can be used in correlating a

given mountain-side,in particular when å mountainside has normalfeatures. Itis

of. vital importance to comply with the limitations of the empirical equations,

especially the y-limitations. The results of the survey that can be applied in

practice are listed as follows:

1) Range (S1) related to the height of the mountainside (Hror):

Sj =0.3065Hror + 24.1 m (applies to 98% of the measurements, y<12*)

2) The range measured in terms of the angle (B) from the fallen block to the

top of the uppermost scarp of the mountainside:

B2>319, (when 100 m < Hror < 350 m, y< 12*)

BB increases with Hjo, and:

B>35*, (when 350 m < Hror < 650 m, y< 129)

3) The range measured in terms of B and related to Y (the angle from the

talus toe to the top of the uppermost scarp on the mountainside):

=0.9091Y - 8.09, (when Hror < 200 m, y< 12*)

B= 0.8750- 3.75", (when 200 m < Hror< 300 m, y< 12*)

B=0.8421Y - 0.689, (when Hror > 300 m, y< 12*)

4) The range related to the talus peak in terms of angle a (the angle from the

block to the talus peak):

a = 0.0562[H>] + 13.769, (H>is the height ofthe talus, y< 129)

The expression does not apply to small and only slightly developed

taluses. Consequently this relationship must be used with caution.

5) The range beyond the talus toe (S;) expressed by the angle ofthe

terrain beyond the talustoe:

Sj = 115m + 19 tany(90 tany- l)m, (when Hror < 650m, y< 20)
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This expression is valid for all mountainsides in the investigation, but there can

be found another expression for mountainsides lower than 200m.

These equationsis valid for steep terrain outside the talus toe, butstill within the

limitation of y < 20*.

5.2.5  Formulas used in hazard zoning

The NGIapproach for empirical calculation of rockfall range in hazard zoning

is based on three assumpsionsthatis applied in each calculation.

1) First our measurements show that the inclination from the block to the

uppermost scarp is larger or equal to 30.

2) Next the model calculates the runout with the formulae

Sj=a-H+b=0.3065Hror + 24.1 m

if the terrain outside the talus toe is gentler tha 12".

3) If the terrain outside the talus toeis steep,thatis steeper than 12", we use åa
different formulae:

Sj= 115m + 19 tany (90 tany - l)m

where the average steepness ofthe terrain is used. The model makes the

calculationsafter a profile is drawn manually on the digital map. The talustoeis

defined by an angle (25*) that is, where the steep part of the talus ends. Itis

understood that this map calculation has to be investigated in the field. The

results on the map can be seen on a profile and saved on file or printed for
further work.

53 Debris flows.

5.3.1 Starting zones

Debris flows are triggered either in an existing river channelin periods with

high runoff, or by slumps and slides from the side slopes reaching into the

channelcreating instability. All slopes steeper than 30" are potential hazards

zones. Drainage basins having a short hydrological response time, with steep

unstable side slopes are most subjected to debris flows. Debris slides are most

likely to occur along terrain depressions where water concentrates. Soil

structure and texture also play an important role on the degree of hazard, as

debris flows normally havetheir slip surface along the relatively impermeable
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layer at 0,5-1,0 m depth with high content of clay and silt. The overlying layer

has a higher permeability due to roots, animal and frost action.

Thestability of the slope therefore depends largely on shear forces acting along

this sliding plane, and not on the tensile strength of the soil. Most debris flows

occurin spring and autumn associated with periods of rapid snow melt or

heavyrain, and often a combination of both. Excess porewater pressure

increases shear stress along the potential sliding surfaces, and decreases shear

resistance. Both these factors have a negative effect on slope stability.

The aspect of the slope plays an importantrole on stability, as west facing

slopes in the maritime climate of the west coast of Norway receive greater

precipitation than leeward slopes due to the orographic effect from prevailing

westerly winds. In addition, the largest amounts of snowmelt are produced in

south and west facing slopes, due to higher wind speeds and moreintense solar

radiation in theses slopes. The importance of these two factors is clearly

demonstrated by the fact that most failures occur in slopes facing from south to
west (Gregersen and Sandersen, 1989).

In Norway,there has been a growing tendency that debris flows are triggered

by human disturbance of the natural conditions:

e Changing of the drainage, for example along forest roads, in steep terrain

e Extensive logging

In thefirst case the problem arises in combination with blockage of the culverts

in periods with heavy runoff and abundant material transport. Erosion at the

foot of steep cuttings can create sliding into the drainage channels. One should

therefore closely plan the drainage system when new forest roads are under
construction in steep terrain.

Logging affects the stability of the slope in two ways. Firstly, the water content

of the soil will normally increase due to the removalof the water consuming

trees. Secondly, the anchoring effect of the root system will be reduced. Both

these factors have a negative effect on slope stability. Extensive logging in

steep terrain overlying residential areas should therefore be avoided.

5.3.2 Runout distance

The runoutof debris flows are mainly dependanton:

I. Volume ofthe sliding material

2. Water content of the sliding material
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3. Degree of confinementin the runout zone.

Mostof the material involved in the debris flow becomes entrained by erosion

downstream ofthe point ofinitiation. In the runout zone the coarse grain sizes

(blocks and stones) are accumulated first, and successively finer and finer

sediments are accumulated through the runout zone. One should however be

aware ofthe ability of the debris flows to transport big boulders far out into the

runout zone. In areas with frequent debris flow activity, large debris fans have

developedat the foot of the hillsides.

Dynamic equations for runout have been developed, for example by Takahashi

(1981). The runout, X (mm) from the upper point of the sedimentation area can

be expressed by:

X=V"/G

V= v; cos (9; - 0,) [ (I + gh; cos 0,)/2 v/]

G = g(S, cos 8, - sin 0)

Vi , hj and 9; refer to the velocity, flow height and slope gradient in the section

above the sedimentiation area, whereas v, , hy and 9, refer to the velocity, flow

height and slope gradient at the entrance ofthe fan. Sis the friction coefficient
of the flowing material.

The most important factors governing the runoutin this modelare:

e The gradient in the runout zone

e The flowing depth

e The friction coefficient of the flowing material

Runout distance and velocity profile of the flowing material can also be

calculated by granular flow models. The dynamics of debris flows are complex,

involving both fluid and soil mechanics (Harbitz, 1996). The limited amount

of real events makesit hard to evaluate and calibrate the existing models.
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Stones (>10 cm): 139

Gravel 11.59

Sand : 10?

   

   
Top sedimentation

Stones (>10 cm)
Gravel

Runout distance ofdebrisflows by topographicalfactors

In Norway, runout estimates are mostly based on empirical and topographical

models. The runout can be estimated by the inclination ofthe straight line

connecting the runout with the point in the track where sedimentation is the

predominant process. This point of sedimentation usually coincides with bed

inclination of 15" in confined and 20" in unconfined channels. Stones with

diameter greater than 10 cm can reach down to 13" while the sand fraction can

go asfar as 10", se the figure above.

The volumeofthe sliding material is probably the most importantfactor for the

extent of the runout zone. If several millions of m” is involved, the runout can

not be evaluated by simple dynamic or topographic models. This is especially

importantif large rivers are blocked and huge amounts of water are dammed

with the possibility of generation of catastrophic flood waves downstream.

5.3.3 Identification of debris flow hazard

Evidence of earlier debris flow activity can be identified by terrain formations;

ravines indicating erosion in the upper part and fan shaped accumulations at the

foot ofthe hillside. Blikra (1997) has developed a method which makesit

possible to evaluate the frequency of debris flows by studying the matrix of the

sedimentary facies. The deposited material is studied in test pits, and by C"*

datings of the organic material it is possible to estimate slide frequency during

the different climatic periods since the last ice age. Each hazard has a specific

matrix, andif different hazards are involved, these may be identified by this

method.

5.3.4 Debris flow hazard zoning

Mapping of debris flow hazard involves two main evaluations:

e The hydrological regime of the drainage basin
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e The availability of sediment sources

e The stability of the river channel on the entrance of the runout zone

Drainage basins responding quickly on rainfall or snowmelt input are most

dangerous. Lakes or gentle inclined wetlands will store water and lead to

elongated flow hydrographs, while steep basins with less water storage capacity

will have more concentrated hydrographs and higher debris flow activity. The

largest sedimentation fans are normally associated with the last cataghory of

drainage basin. Models for estimation of hydrological reponse can be used to

evaluate runoff of different recurrence intervals.

The debris flow activity is highest in rivers which have abundant steep and

unstable side slopes. Geomorphological maps will give valuable information

on the extent of sediment sources within the drainage basin. Field inspection

of these locations is needed to evaluate the stabilty and the quantity of potential
sediment supply.

The spreading of the material into the fan area dependsto a large degree on the

stability ofthe river channel. Deep incised channels withe stable sideslopes

will prevent lateral spreading. In shallow and unstable channels the possiblity

for lateral spreading is much higher. Only careful field inspection can give
answerto this problem.

6 CASE STUDY OF NATURAL HAZARD ZONING

6.1 Main aim.

The aim of the case study was to study a small, populated area subjected to

different natural hazards as snow avalanches, debris flows and rock falls. The

outputof the study is åa map where the actual hazards were presented as a

hazard zone map according to the safety requirements of the Norwegian

Building and Planning act, as described in sect. 4.5. According to these

regulations, three different hazard zones is shown on the hazard map.

The hazard zones are identified as lines that limit the hazard zones:

 

Building type Hazard line/Frequency peryear Color ofline

Garages, simpler

buildings 10" Red

Dwelling houses 10 Green
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In addition,a line that shows the frequency ofthe 3:10slide hazardis included

in the map. The reason for this intermediate line, or hazard zone,is that the

Building Regulations requires å minimum safety at the 3:10level when a

dwelling house is going to be rebuilt because of fire damage or extensive

increase of living area.

It is important to note that the Norwegian Building regulations use the return

periods of avalanches andslides as a basisfor the regulations.It is stated in the

text of these regulations that buildings, or its nearest surroundings should not

be endangered by avalanches of the given frequency. Hence the building

regulations does not take into accountthe total risk, as risk is defined as the

product of probability (i.e. frequency of an avalanche), times the consequences

of the avalanche. Consequently, the risk of death is therefore not an explicit

subject in the Norwegian Building Regulations. The hazard mapsthat are

developed in Norway are accordingly «Natural Hazards Frequency Maps»,not
«Natural Hazards Risk Maps».

6.2 Location, topography and climate of the study area.

The area chosenfor the study is the village of Geiranger, a small farming and

tourist village at the inner end of the Geiranger fiord, in the community of

Stranda, county of Møre og Romsdal, in western Norway.
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The area studied has a stretch of 7 kilometers, located in a steep valley, with 5

different settlements between the fiord level and 420 m a.sl. Geirangeris

surrounded by mountains mainly to the northeast and soutwest. The mountains

ascends directly from the fiord level to 1600-1700 m a.sl., see map Appendix
L.

Mostof the mountains that surround the village have slopes steeper than 30".

Muchofthe trerrain consist of bare rock faces, especially in the upper parts of

the slopes. The lower parts are mostly covered by morainic deposits, or by

loose material transported downhill by numerous snow avalanches, rock falls

and debris slides.

Average monthly and yearly precipitation rates for Geiranger in mm:

 

Jan |Feb |Mar Apr May |Jun |Jul |Aug |Sep |Oc |Nov |Dec Year

168 |116 199 163 156 165 |91 [99 132 1123 [141 |115 |1248
 

 

The average yearly precipitation is 1248 mm,springis the driest period,
autumn has most abundant precipitation.

Normally the precipitation rate during 3-5 days will be descisive for the release

of snow avalanches. The precipitation during the last 24 hr period prior to the

release, is most important, both for snow avalanches and for debris slides.

Maximum observed precipitation (mm), during a 24 hr period is measuredto:

 

Jan |Feb |Mar |Apr |May |Jun |Jul |Aug |Sep |Oct |Nov |Dec

65 (50 146 (69 136 [43 144 162 163 174 |73 |62
 

 

Thereis a tendency for the maximum levels to be somewhat lower during the

summer and spring periods than the autumn level. The winter maximum is

about 50-74 mm per day, corresponding to a snow fall of 50-75 cm. Usually

big snow avalanchesare triggered after snow falls of 75-100 cm in 3-5 days.

The winter recordings clearly show that snow avalanches may occurin the area.

Experience indicates that 24 hr precipitation rates of 8% of the average yearly

rainfall is necessary for the release of debris slides. The equivalent water

supply may also be caused by snow melt. Normally, debris slides in the area

are triggered as the result of heavy rain in combination with warm winds and
snowmelt.

Climatic analyses from The Norwegian Meteorological Institute indicates that

Geiranger will experience precipitation rates of 125 mm per 24 hrs, with å

probability of 1/1000 per year. This level represent 10% of the yearly average.
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6.3 Recorded avalanches and slides in Geiranger

The recorded avalances in Geiranger dates back to 1796, a time span of 200

years. Only the major avalanche accidents, or avalanches that have been å

threat to humanlife or buildings are recorded. All the numerous avalanches

which have occured in the uninhabited parts of the area are omitted. Most of

these avalanches are not even recorded by the local public.

Information of historic avalanches and slides are gathered by interviewing the

local public, especielly elderly persons who have great local knowledge.In

addition, written information from local news papers, local history litterature,

police reports, and church archives are used. A detailed description of the

avalanches are given by Domaaset al. (1997). A total of 38 major avalanche

incidents, located to 24 avalanche paths, are recorded since 1796, see map

Appendix 1. This is an average of å major snow avalanche accident every 5-6

year in Geiranger. The recordings indicate a time span from 2-3 years, up to

20-30 years between the avalanche accidents.

During these years, 13 people have been killed by snow avalanches, 5 heavily

injured. 47 dwelling houses destroyed or serious damaged, likewise 6 barns and

about 40 other buildings. Numerous road closures are reported, and several

cases of damaged electric powerlines and telephonelines.

In Geiranger, many areas are exposed to both rock falls and different types of

earth slides. The most commontype ofearth slide s are the debris flows which

usually is connected to the rivers and brooksi n the area. Rock falls may also

induce debris flows as by the impact on slopes covered by loose deposits. The

Geiranger area was covered by ice up to 9500 y. before present. Mostof the

debris flows is probably younger than 3500 years, because of a dryer climate
prior to this time.

The historic records of debris flows date back to 1885, and 15 major accidents

of debris slides are reported. Damage have been done to farm land, roads,

bridges and houses. No reports on severe human casulties are reported.

The rockfall hazard is foundfirst ofall in vertcal cliffs northeast of the town to

a height of 300m a.sl. It is thought that the the rock falls are evenly distributed

with time, when a long term scale is applied.

Ofthe three hazard types in Geiranger: snow avalanches, debris flows and rock

falls, snow avalanches are the dominating hazard, debris flows holding the
second position.
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7 GIS AS A TOOL FOR HAZARD ZONING.

7.1 General

Digital maps and computerbased runout calculations have been in operation in

avalanche hazard zoning at NGI since 1982, when the Digital Terrain Model

TERMOSwas developedatthe institute. (Toppe and Lied 1984, Toppe 1987).

The basis for the computerbased hazard zoning wasthe digital mapsin scale

1:50.000 which were developed by the Norwegian Geographical Survey from
the beginning of the 1980-ies.

7.2 Hazard zoning by GIS

During the last years NGI has applied å commercial available GIS system for

avalanche hazard evaluations. The GIS system is used in combination with a

commercial Digital Terrain Model (DTM).

The GIS system used by NGIis Pumatstation GIS (PS - GIS), a geographical

information system with Microsoft Windows user interface, which have been

developed in close cooperation with Norwegian users. The system has a

general SQL interface which enables the connecting of data from external

databases to digital map data. Both raster and vector data may be used.

Standard picture files and scanned paper maps can be used as background for

vector information. Vector data may be imported from SOSI, DXF or WMF

formatfiles. The GIS system is integrated with other MS Windows based

programmmes. The system runs on Pentium PC's of standard capacities.

Each avalanche and slide path is drawn on the computerin its maximum

known extent, and givben å nameandidentification number. The runout

calculations are performed by using the SURFER DTM system whichis an

accurate and easy accesible commercial DTM,with an accuracy well within

the needs of runout calculations.

By the Surfer programmeall areas steeper than 30" are calculated

automatically. These «steep» areasis regarded as the potential starting zones

for snow avalanches, rock falls and debris slides.

The topographical runout models described in section 5, is programmed into

the GIS system on the vectorized digital maps. By this way the potential runout

distance may be calculated along defined avalanche paths.

The procedure for runout calculations is described in section 2 also.

Information of every avalanche and slide is collected in a relation database.

(Excel) The database may be activated from the map by pointing at the actual
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avalanche or slide at the computer screen. The database contains topographical

and climatical conditions connected to the avalanche or slide incidents, date

and place of incident, damage done, and source of information. The database

will be connected to a national database on properties (GAB-database; Streets,

Adresses and Buildings), where details on the actual property, such as owners

identity, size and type of property etc. are registered.

The hazard zones are compiled accordingto the national safety regulations

described in section 4. Examples of tha hazard zone mapsare included in
Appendix 1.
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Appendix 1 - Hazard zone maps for Geiranger
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